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The story is inspired by true events, the cold murder case of Sherri Rasmussen
THE EMETSON CASE is a thriller drama of emotions and murder set in LA, USA. This story is
inspired by true events and derived from real facts. The facts that once had formed the news at
international level.
THE EMETSON CASE is a story of an innocent man, Michael Emetson, tortured in prison for
26 years for the murder of his wife Regina. Michael suffered extreme pain and hurt for the crime
not committed by him and now searching for the real murderer. Michael succeeds in reopening
his wife's murder case. With the support of LA criminal detectives Moore and Lopez, Michael
works on to search the man guilty of Regina’s murder. Michael at first believes that Regina was
murdered by the man in the neighborhood. Michael also pursues the lead about the burglars. But
none of the leads get Michael closer to his goal. To add to his pain his former friends treat him
just like a murderer, his family and Regina's parents don’t believe in his innocence. Throughout
the story Michael has flashbacks to his life in prison and his happy memories of Regina. His life
is really 'black' and 'white'.
Disappointed and hurt one night Michael gets heavily drunk in the bar where he runs into exgirlfriend Georgia. Georgia is a police officer; she takes advantage of drunken Michael and his
vulnerability. In college days they were close to each other and were dating. Georgia and
Michael had a brief fling just before Michael married Regina. Michael starts seeing Georgia and
he learns that Georgia was madly in love with Michael and was never able to forget the hurt from
the breakup. Michael realizes that Georgia was deeply wounded when Michael married Regina
and he became suspicious of her jealousy. Michael follows a few leads from Regina's parents
and he realizes that Georgia could be the real killer. Michael insists that Georgia is questioned
by the detectives who took the DNA samples. The real criminal is finally found and Michael is
declared innocent.
THE EMETSON CASE is a story of pain, sorrows and extreme punishment in the fate of the
man who didn’t committed the crime. The story ends with the confirmation of success in the
search of the real criminal for murder. Michael Emetson found the truth. The story is thus of pain
in prison and joys of attained justice in the end.
This is a dark character driven crime thriller in the vein of Shawshank Redemption, The Man
broke a thousand chains, Arbitrage.
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